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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET 
VERTICAL POWER SYSTEM (VPM-T-G2) 

 
VPM-T-G2 

 

 The 23-gallon water tank (15% larger than previous models) and Power Pac 
allow the Vertical Power System complete mobility and can re-hydrate up to 6 
people simultaneously with the fluid of your choice (water, commercial sports 
drinks or proprietary liquids).   

 When dispensing ANYTHING other than drinking water, please follow the 
Other Liquids Cleaning Instructions, as outlined in the Maintenance 
Guidelines, to ensure your warranty remains valid.  

 The coiled nozzle hoses keep the drinking nozzles off the ground and Waterboy 
Sports’ patented Safety Spouts prevent the nozzles from coming into contact 
with the drinker’s mouth, reducing contamination possibilities.  

 To further reduce bacterial transfer between users, ALL Safety Spouts are 
treated with an anti-microbial solution. 

 Our All-Drain™ sump assists in more complete emptying of the water tank for 
cleaning and storage.   

 Like all Waterboy Sports Pressure-fed Hydration Systems, this model requires 
no cups, thereby eliminating clean up time and saving landfill space. 

 Flat-free tires eliminate tire pressure monitoring. 
 The removable and interchangeable Power Pack houses the drinking-water 

certified pump and 12v rechargeable battery.  The external charging port allows 
quick connection to the Battery Tender® charger.  Battery Tender® chargers 
were selected for their Full Charge Sensor, which stops active charging when 
the battery is fully charged, to eliminate the risk of over-charging and fire. 
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Popular accessories:      
1. Multi-Bank Chargers, for programs with multiple Power Models.  These are available in 4-, 

5- and 10-bank configurations and eliminate the mess of individual power cords and 
monopolizing the outlets in the charging area. 

 

                      
 

2. Accessory Shelf.  For your supplies bag, water bottles, towels, whatever. 

 
 

3. Ice Chute (a MUST HAVE when the Accessory Shelf is installed).  Ask about bundle 
pricing when you get both. 

 
 

4. Field Maintenance Kit.  Contains easy-fix parts specifically for the VPM-T-G2, including 
Collars and O-Rings, manifolds, nozzles and Steramine Sanitizing tablets for routine 
cleaning. 

 


